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About This Game

Take command of a vast interstellar empire and safeguard your species from total extinction in a procedurally generated 3D
galaxy (with the option to flatten it) from 1 System to 10,000+! Prove your species' ingenuity through a deep and intricate

combat system where anything (from individual components on ships to the stars themselves) is a target of opportunity.

Twist other Empires into submitting to your galaxy-class wit with diplomacy and wheel-and-deal your way to supremacy.

Research new kinds of weapons, engines, shields, and more, all of which retain their unique benefits as the game progresses,
with a research web whose contents are shuffled every game at your option.

Exploit interstellar phenomena such as asteroid belts and stars and exploit them for yourself or destroy them to deny your foes.
Create and destroy new worlds through advanced technological research.

Match your strategy against up to 10 other opponents (online or LAN-linked). Save the game when dawn breaks and boot it
back up at dusk. It isn't over until you say it is! Drop in and drop out at any point; disconnecting players will not disrupt the

game!

Your weapons, your ships, your rules: Almost the entire game can be modified through Notepad! Easily add new models and
particle effects to the game with “out-of-the-box” developer tools. Create new weapons in seconds; create new AIs through

scripts! The Galaxy is yours!

Key features:
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Vast, Procedurally Generated Galaxies

Intricate Ship Design and Exciting Combat

Unique Research System

Race Creation

Easy to use interface, complex gameplay

Engaging AI opponents

Extensive modding support

Multiplayer

Original Soundtrack

Much more to come!
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I'd have rather watched a gameplay instead of trying to find where the game devs thought it was logical to go. For a person who
got used to games with bigger interactivity, it was frustrating all the way. Can't put myself to finish it.. The hat is pretty good
Looks pretty fly on spy. The voice acting was a turn off, and the game felt like a scooby doo episode. Love some of the other
games tho :). One of my all-time favorite games. Super fun, interesting, and deep!. Normally I devour the works of Neil Gaiman
like an Osedax worm devouring a whale carcass; but this game was a huge disappointment to me. The story seems like it could
have been really interesting...such a shame that it was completely eclipsed by the soul-crushing monotony of the gameplay. So
much repetitive clicking. I appreciated the tone of the game - very ooky-spooky and therefore right up my alley. Overall I think
I'd have preferred that Gaiman stuck to his wheelhouse and wrote this as a novella, graphic novel or similar..
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..............\.............\.... This game is very simple. Catch butterflies.
Its not very well made considering how simple it is. It could be a neat first experience for a child, but my 5 year old so got bored
of it FAST. He asked me "Is this all you do in the game?'.
I had hoped for a bit more depth, but the price was fair when I bought it on sale. I would not recommend buying it unless they
do major additions.. Awesome Game! An absolute blast to play!
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I'm sorry, but how the f**k did "2009 Spyker C8 Aileron" got into "VINTAGE CAR PACK"?!?!?!?!?!. Easy to learn, quick
and fun. Has three levels of difficulty. If you dont have time for a grognard level game this will give you your fix. Fights remind
me of tthe Panzer General series of games but on a smaller scale. Sqiad and tank level.. These Hop Step Sing! "games" are well
made but very expensive for the amount of time you're likely to spend in them. The only one that's worth considering even at a
discount is the Summer Vacation one, and this is coming from a filthy degenerate.. This game is an absolutely fun side scroller.
To those that have played any of Astroport's mech side scrollers then this will be a much welcomed upgrade on their previous
titles.

Word of advice for all those coming in fresh, if you truly want to experience the storyline/evolution of the game go in this order:
Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser, Armed Seven, Wolflame, Gigantic Army, Satazius then this. I know some people say games like
this have weak stories but if you play all the games together you get to see the rich timeline and growth of the universe these
games take place in. This game essentially bridges them all together in a nice little package.

Some features new to this game include:
-Multi-part levels and checkpoint systems
-Unlimited continues
-Saving functions
-Better mouse targeting system
-Multiple weapons and upgradable strength

Altogether Steel Strider is an amazing game. Upgrading the various sprites from previous games and making the gameplay more
exciting. The battles are more interesting and fast paced as well as featuring enemies from the previous games.. very cool and
nice game but it has a small playerbase, join us and that might change. this game makes me remember my childhood life (
minesweeper in 2018 ). extremely buggy & laggy; not worth any money
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